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In this issue: 
•  Optics report 
•  Following the optics calibration 

•  Vertex position 
•  Momentum 



  I’ve posted a report on the optics strategy to 
the wiki: 
◦  https://hallaweb.jlab.org/wiki/images/9/97/

Parno_BigBiteOptics.pdf 
  Please let me know if you see any problems/

confusing areas 
  Here, I’ll go over the first-order models for 

vertex and momentum, plus some studies of 
the optics in action 



  A track enters the BigBite magnetic field at A, 
bends through an arc with radius R, and exits 
at D 

  The back track is observed in the MWDCs 
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  A track enters the BigBite magnetic field at A, 
bends through an arc with radius R, and exits 
at D 

  The back track is observed in the MWDCs 
  We follow the back track to its intersection C 

with the effective bend plane 
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  A track enters the BigBite magnetic field at A, 
bends through an arc with radius R, and exits 
at D 

  The back track is observed in the MWDCs 
  We follow the back track to its intersection C 

with the effective bend plane 
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  We get the front 
track and vz by 
forcing an 
intersection with 
the beamline 

Beamline 

vertex 



  The first-order model is inaccurate 
◦  BigBite is not a perfect, uniform dipole magnet 

  A series of eight sets of corrections are made 
to remove vz’s dependence on 
◦  x 
◦  x’ 
◦  y 
◦  y’ 
◦  xbend 
◦  ybend 



  We can track the 
effects of each stage 
of the calculation 
◦  zv

(0): first-order 
◦  zv

(1): y dependence 
◦  zv

(3): x,x’,y,y’,xbnd, ybnd 
◦  zv

(5): momentum 
dependence 
◦  zv

(8): lookup tables 



  This is the cumulative effect of Xin’s vertex 
corrections for a run with an H2 target 



  Let θbend be angle ABD, so angle ABC=θbend/2 
  Trigonometry gives us the radius of curvature 
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  Where φ is the angle between p and B, we get 
the first-order momentum 
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  There are two stages of corrections to the 
first-order momentum: 
◦  Look-up tables 
◦  Energy loss (mean value and Landau correction) 

  Look-up 
table smooth 
distribution 

  Energy loss 
shifts peak 



  BB optics 
◦  Understand angle calibration 
◦  Confirm understanding of some variables / elements 

of the algorithm 
◦  Do Matt’s corrections behave the same way as Xin’s? 

  Energy loss 
  Elastics 
◦  Further work on cuts, understanding pdiff structure 

  Compton 


